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BRINGING
BUILDINGS
TO LIFE
Introducing Eliot: Legrand’s connected devices programme. Where
electricity and the Internet of Things converge to form an infrastructure
of connected devices that bring smart, energy-efficient buildings to
life. Working with you in end-to-end partnerships, with full training
and support, we’ll help you transform your building, take control of the
physical and digital alike, and enable occupants to live life better.
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EASY TO INTEGRATE
Our team works with you
to create a comprehensive,
energy-efficient system that’s
right for your building.

EASY TO INSTALL
From training to site support,
we make the complex simple
at every touch-point.

EASY TO USE
Fingertip control over
everything from entertainment
to security gives occupants
more time to enjoy life.
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AT ONE TOWER BRIDGE.
This is Legrand in action. An integrated, intuitive system controlling
everything from lighting to temperature, security to entertainment;
enhancing living around the clock in over 300 luxury apartments,
on the banks of the iconic River Thames.

AT THE SAVOY.
As part of a £220m refurbishment of London’s historic Savoy,
Legrand combined form and function perfectly in the building’s
infrastructure. In elegant chrome and brass finishes, bespoke
wiring accessories retain the classic aesthetic of the interior,
seamlessly blending with the décor of this world-famous hotel.

For more examples of how Legrand helps people live life better,
visit www.legrand.co.uk

A WIDE RANGE OF DEVICES AND
F I N I S H E S, S E A M L E S S L Y C O N N E C T E D
SECURITY. ENTERTAINMENT. LIGHTING.
TEMPERATURE. AMBIENCE.
All managed through aesthetically appealing wiring accessories
and smart devices, fully integrated into one system that gives
you complete control over homes, hotels and offices alike – and
we’re here to guide you through the process.

WIRING
ACCESSORIES

BUILDING
AUTOMATION

CONSUMER UNIT
PROTECTION

Our team can help you
identify, integrate and install
the right range of devices for
your project, with the perfect
choice of aesthetic finish.

Greater control, easier
operation and increased
efficiency: we can help you
find a better way to connect
and command a range of
building functions.

Going beyond the regulations,
we work with developers and
installers to deliver solutions
that are safe and compliant for
every situation.
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TALK TO ONE OF OUR EXPERTS ABOUT HOW WE CAN
HELP YOU BRING YOUR NEXT PROJECT TO LIFE.

CONTACT DETAILS
Legrand, Great King Street North,
Birmingham, B19 2LF, United Kingdom.
www.legrand.co.uk
legranduk
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